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RISK ÀND N TTING OF E:¡{POST'RES

IN FOREIGN

EI(CHANGE, I.IONEY AND SECT'RITIES TIARKETS

QIIESTTONS .ã¡lD åNSIIERS

guestion - Tony Rr¡nb1e (l{acquarie Bank, Sydney):

questions for Philip Wood. First, Tony Shea took some time
in the International Financial Law Revien'to comment on a Paper
that you had written and r just wondered if you could respond to
his points and secondly, the Bank of International Settlement has
preferred multilateral netting by novatíon and substitution, and
r just wonder if you could comment on that?
Two

- Philip ÍIood:
So far as Tony Shea's article was concerned, he dísagreed with
something I had said about the nature of foreígrn exchange
contracts. It e¡as an executory contract to exchange noney. It
didn't give rise to reciprocal debts. And that has a nu¡nber of
very important legal consequences. I subseguentJ.y wrote a letter
to the IFLR in which I went through his points and I think he
conceded defeat - f think so. There was just a ¡nisunderstanding,
r don't think one burns people at the stake for that sort of
thing and Ít is rather a subtle point. But I think he has
withdrawn really what his position was and actually we agreed on
the one fundamentally important point that in England there ought
to be no problem subject to certaín caveats about preferences and
so on. There ought to be no problem about netting and the same
in Australia.

Response

Your second point is about novation netting. The DIS report was
very much influenced by the Fed and I think it has become clear
in the discussions over the past couple of days that the policies
in the United States are very different from the policies in
England. And the technigues used to nake netting work are very
much directed against those jurisdictions where it doesn't work you know, which stay executory contracts, which stay set-offs and
so onr and subject to the various exceptions which David has
pointed out.

of the important techníques which they thought would get
round various problems on delivery netting was when contracts
hrere entered into you treated existing contracts and the nevû
contracts as just being one big consolidated contract. The
One

object of that is that the liguidator or the trustee in
of the contract and
this connexity, this

bankruptcy would not be able to take one bit
not other bits. It is an attenpt to create
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linking so that the liguÍdator can't have the benefit without the
burden. Whether it works or not is very ¡nuch I suppose up for
grabs. But that is a natter of foreigrn law. That is the orígin.
I actuatly think that there are serious dangers involved in this
contract consolidation process, which is to do with the fact that
if you have got existÍng contracts and then you consolidate them
again, you discharge the existing contracts and you bring them
into a new contract, you are bringing existing conlracts into red
periods against build ups of set-offs and that sort of thing.
And I think that is dangerous.
guestion - Rory Derham (National Australia Ban¡(, ltelbourne):

First of alI could I just ask a guestion. You ¡nentioned that in
England you have got these amendments which aIlow setting off
provided you go through a clearance system - I presume by that
you mean the FX Net System. What percentage of foreigm exchange
contracts go through that sort of sysLem and what sort of
percentage are dealt with outside of the system?
I would also nake a conment on another one. I think you
mentioned on the preference point in Australia that there is no
problem because there is no intention to prefer. In fact in
Australia vre look only at the effect of the transaction, we don't

look at intention to prefer. I think that is the High Court in
Richards'case. rf you accept that, then we have got a problem
with settlement netting, the reason being of course that if you
settle and at the time you have notice of insolvency at the other
bank, it rnay be a preference if you work on the assumption that
the obligation to deliver foreigrn currency is an obligation to
deliver a product and not a dêbt, because of the Washington
Dianond Mining case. If you can't have a set-off in the
liguidation, a settlement prior to a liguidation would be a
preference. So it seems to ne we do have a problem in Australia
on settlement netting that you don't have in England. If you
would comment on that and also on the first guestion please.

- Philip l{ood:
WeII, it has been a great pleasure to neet you Rory. Rory
Ðerham, as you know, has wrítten an excellent book on set-off- I
am sure Rory Derham and I could spend many hours discussing these
problems. Yes, thank you very much for the correction on the
preferential points. I must say I find this a particularly
difficult question because obviously if you are compensating
contracts and the price is netted out on insolvency by a set-off
then there is an improvement in position. But if the netting
takes place prior to that - I must say I find it very difficult
to see how the insolvent,s position is ímproved. You see because
the netting is egual and opposite on both sides.

Response

set off, you stay with a
set-off. Tvro countervailing deals, Australian dollars and
US dollars - you can set the two Australian dollars off
[Rory Derhan:

In

my view when you
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against each other, but you couldn't set the two us dollars
oir agaínst each other provided that the obligation is an
obligation to deliver the product and subject also to the
comment or your view that the contract would be terminated
automatically on insolvency in any event. I think that was
a view you expressed in the IntetnationaL FinanciaT Law
Review. subject to those provisos which are we would have
to say uncertain I suppose, then there are doubts ín
Australia as to whether settlenent would be a preference or
not. If on the other hand it is not a product (it is a
monetary obligation if it is not a product) íf the
obligation to deliver the foreigrn exchange contract would be
terminated auto¡natically on ínsolvency so that you do then
have a monetary obligation that could be set off, once again
it would not be a preference because it would be set-off in
any event. But íf those two views are not correct and I
think we would have to accept that there are at least doubts
as to whether they are correct, then you come into the
problem. l

Philip !{ood: Well anyway it js certainly going to be something
which we in London with these clearing houses are goíng to have
to make up our ninds about. Because if it doesn't work, then
AustraLian banks are going to be in a worse position than other
banks. Don't you have any comments on that David?
Response

- David

Huggin:

to you that when you are considering revision of
your insolvency laws that you might take a look at what we did in
the United States in 1982 and 1984 which are the anendments I
mentioned in my talk, because this is something that the
financial comfnunity and the Federal Reserve and the Treasury were
very much concerned about in terms of stabíIity of the markets,
and a convincing argxr¡nent was ¡nade to the Congress to provide I
think very useful amendments. Now it does not cure aII of the
problems, but eertainly it has gone a long way toward helping out
in areas of uncertainty such as the preference fraudulent
conveyance set-off areas and for these special types of
I would commend to you these are fairly
contracts.
straightforward amendments to our Bankruptcy Code that are
reasonably intelligible - for once.
I will

recommend

guestion - John Radcliffe (IlestInc Banking Corporation, London):
Reverting to Rory Derham,s first question. You didn't answer it
philip.
Is FX Net one of the nev, monetary exchanges or
investment exchanges? I hadn't thought it was.

- Philip tfood:
No, it is not. FX Net ís a private operated scheme, I think led
It is not
by Chemical, and it is a bilateral operation.
¡niddle,
in
the
house
multilateral. It doesn't have a clearing

Response
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therefore you don,t get this massive neutralisation of set-offs
which you would get in a proper clearing house.
guestion - John Chandler (Chaitcnan):

just goíng to ask one question if I can use my prerogative
and that is to ask Philip to comment on the situation of a
contract being void - and I am thinking particularly of the
situation in the United Kingdôn with local authorities and
statutory authorities in the Iíght of the HanmersnitJr case.
I

was

- Philip flood:

Response

case, which is sort of on its way to the
is a bit of a side-show in the law. It
r
Lords
think,
of
eras a case about ultra vires, but it would have been interesting
íf it had ínvolved a commercial corporatíon. But it involved a
local authority - a very special beast - and when you are dealing
with administrative organisations, governmental organisations,
you can expect a different set of policies, a different set of
rules, to apply. I nust say r don't tend to follow it all that
close.ly, because once you have swatted up what one court has said
then it is reversed in the next court, and I am sure it will be
reversed when we actually get to the House of Lords. I very much
hope that a sensible view will prevail. At the moment the
position is very much in ferment, nobody guite knows what to do
because there is considerable doubt about what the effect is as
far as tracing recoveries, restitution and so on, where you have
a voíd contract. I find it impossible to work it out.

Well,

Llrre Hanmersnìth

House

Conment

-

John Cha¡rdler (Chairma¡r):

Ladies and gentlemen we have run out of time and I am sure you
would like to join with me in thanking our speakers for the
immense amount of work they nust have put into theÍr papers,
which were very sti¡nulating and very capably delivered.

